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Metrics

• What are they?

• What can we use them for?

• What are the criticisms?

• What are the alternatives?
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Metrics

• Metrics

– Use statistical measures

• Citations

• Accesses to online versions

• Funding 

• Web 2.0
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Metrics - What do we measure?

– Metrics for 

• authors

• articles

• journals

– but often used as a proxy for other measures

• institutions or part thereof

– There are many, many metrics out there!
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Citation metrics – data sources

• Web of Knowledge (Thomson Reuters)

– Web of Science

• Scopus (Elsevier)

• Google Scholar
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Web of Science - Impact factors

• The most famous research metric

• Attempts to measure the importance of journals

• Rationale – the number of citations received by a paper 

is an indicator of its quality

• Thomson/Reuters Journal Citation Reports

– http://wok.mimas.ac.uk

– Under Journal Citation Reports

• Science and Social Science versions

• Annual update
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What are Impact Factors?

• Calculation
• Number of citations in current year to papers 

published in previous 2 years 

divided by 

• number of papers published in the previous two years

• Citations retrieved almost entirely from journals

• Occasionally conferences

• Not books
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British Journal of Dermatology

• Citations in 2009 to items published in 2007 and 2008 = 

2905

• Number of items published in 2007 and 2008 = 682

• IF = 2905/682 = 4.260
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JCR – Rank in category

• Rank in Subject Category 

– Compares journals in similar subjects

• Choose Subject Category, then rank by 

Impact factor

• An important measure!
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Currency of impact factors

• Impact factor trends

– On full data screen, click on Trends

– Gives a graph of Impact Factors over the last five 

years

– Easy to spot anomalies

• 5-year impact factors

– Number of citations in current year to papers 

published in previous 5 years 

– divided by 

– number of papers published in the previous 5 years
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What is a ‘good’ impact factor in science?

• Highest impact factor for 2009 is 87.925

– CA – A Cancer Journal for Clinicians

• Median impact factor for 2009 is 1.286 

– 3 journals tied, including Journal of 

Classification

• Lowest impact factor for 2009 is 0 

– 10 journals tied
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What is a ‘good’ impact factor in social 

science?

• Highest impact factor for 2009 is 22.75 

(Annual Review of Psychology)

• Median impact factor for 2009 is 0.875 

(American Business Law Journal and 3 

others)

• Lowest impact factor in 2009 is 0 (Shared 

by 14 journals)
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Why do impact factors vary by discipline?

• In subject areas with low impact factors, 

citations are missed

– Smaller number of journals indexed

– Publication in non-journal sources

– Just not as many publications out there!

• In life sciences

– Largely journal-based literature

– Well covered by ISI
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Criticisms of the Impact Factor

• Self-citation

– JCR now provides Impact Factor without self-cites, but 

the ‘main’ Impact Factor (which appears in the table) 

still includes them

• Reviews tend to be heavily cited

– Review journals top rankings

• One controversial/wrong paper may be cited 

heavily and artificially inflate metrics

• Variation between subjects
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Eigenfactor

• Aims to ‘rank journals as Google ranks Web sites’

• http://eigenfactor.org/

– Details of algorithm

– 1995-2008 Eigenfactor scores

• WoK

– 2007+ - Eigenfactor scores

• Eliminates self-citations

• Citations from highly-cited journals ranked more highly

• Not transparent

• ‘Difficult’ numbers
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Metrics at different levels

• Is it fair to judge a paper by the journal in 

which it appears?

• An individual paper may be much 

– Better/worse

– More popular/less popular

– More cited/less cited

Than the journal in which it appears
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Article-level metrics

• Web of Knowledge

– Web of Science

– Times cited per article

– Basic but a very important metric

• Also available in Google Scholar and 

Scopus
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Author metrics in Web of Knowledge

• Create Citation Report

• Times cited

– Self-citations can be removed

– Find your most popular papers
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H-index (Hirsch J, PNAS, 2005)

• The value of h is equal to the number of 

papers (N) in the list that have N or more 

citations

• Prof Tobin has h-index of 34

– He has 34 papers that have at least 34 

citations

– discounts the disproportionate weight of highly 

cited papers
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H-index
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Criticisms of the H-index for authors

• Favours older authors 

– They will have more papers

– They will have older papers, which have had more time to be 

cited

• Never decreases

• Methods papers, reviews increase H-index disproportionately

• Ignores small numbers of highly cited papers

• Variants on the H-index

– G index

• Aims to restore the effect of highly cited papers

– Contemporary h-index 

• Gives less weight to older articles
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Who’s Who

• Disambiguation 

– REF working on this

• WoK 

– Author search/Distinct Author Sets

• Allows you to select specific authors and regenerate metrics

– Use Author Finder for Author search

• Can refine by subject and institution

– ResearcherID

• Assigns an identifier to researchers

• Self-register via Web of Knowledge or at:

• http://www.researcherid.com/
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Other sources of citation data

• Scopus

– Elsevier

• Author metrics

• Journal metrics

• Not just journals

• Scimago

– http://www.scimagojr.com/ 

– Uses Scopus data

– Many metrics for journals, including H-index

– Free

• Google Scholar

– Times cited BUT Author searching tricky

– Not just journals

– Publish or Perish software to calculate H-index etc
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Other general criticisms

• Self-citation – a bad thing for authors and 

journals?

• Few accurate metrics for arts etc

• Can they measure value of work?
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Metrics and open access

• Many metrics are journal-based – How will 

these fare in the world of repositories?

• Author/article/institutional metrics may 

supercede journal-based metrics

• Citebase and others

– Citation metrics for repositories
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Responses to criticisms - Mapping/networking 

measures

• Eigenfactor

• CiteRank – citation networks

• MESUR

– http://www.mesur.org/MESUR.html

– Combine usage and citation measures

– Very large database, collated from publishers 

etc

– Free 
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Responses to criticisms - Other metrics

• Funding - Self-perpetuating?

• Impact

– REF

• Usage

– COUNTER

– MESUR

– Repositories

• Web 2.0
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Simple versus complex

• Complex measures require trust

• Harder to ‘game’

• Or do we go for easy to understand metrics 

like the H-index and Impact Factor?
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Uses of citation metrics

• Journals 

– Where to publish?

• Impact Factors 

• A highly-cited, high Impact Factor journal is still likely to be 

best 

• Good rough indicator for those new to a field

– Supporting library purchasing decisions

• Authors

– Recruitment

• Most only valid within field
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Institutional-level citation metrics

• Institutional metrics may be purchased 

from Thomson Reuters or Scopus 

• REF working in this area
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RAE, REF and research metrics

• Largely dependent on expert panels - may 

have the support of metrics in some areas

• ‘Building a picture’

• ‘Informed by’

• Will also include ‘Impact’ 
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Overall

• No measure is perfect

• Use in combination


